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Edward Hiza Mhina has over 30 years’ experience working primarily on gender mainstreaming, participatory
methods and approaches, community-based planning, community needs assessments, project and program
formulation, evaluations, and training within and without Tanzania. Edward has brilliant comprehension and
understanding of the Tanzanian context and has completed copious assignments across various districts and
regions for government ministries and non-state organizations. Edward worked as a Program Coordinator for
SIDA’s In-country Training Program in 1991 to 1994, a freelance consultant between 1994 and 2001, and
afterward as a Gender Advisor for the Gender Unit at the Ministry of Education from 2001 to 2002, and
subsequently became Chief Consultant for GAD Consult between 2002 and 2012. As a consultant, Edward
has garnered wide-ranging experience undertaking various assignments with Government Ministries, and
within a range of sectors and thematic areas, including health and HIV/AIDS, education, human rights
(including GBV) and livelihoods. Recent work included a focus on livelihoods and human rights, including a
program review for WWF. Edward has extensive research and training experience in gender budgeting, and
excellent knowledge of monitoring and evaluation, including, the designing of tools to capture gendered
impacts of assignments and leading training to sensitize officials on the importance of understanding gender
issues at all stages of the project cycle. Edward also has experience with a range of clients, including UN
organizations (UNICEF, UNFPA, UNDP, UN-WOMEN, UN-HABITAT, UNESCO, FAO and ILO).
Edward is experienced in managing and inputting on consultancy assignments, including evaluations
assignments for clients such as SNV, SDC, UNICEF, WFP, BSR, Kahama Mining Corporation, Aga Khan
Foundation, UNFPA, Zanzibar AIDS Commission, CARE Canada, and WWF. Edward has facilitated
meetings, moderated conferences and high-level round tables and discussions, and undertook strategic
planning and reporting at various instances.
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AIDS
ATE
BDS
BRELA
CBO
CHODAWU

CSO
CSW
CTI

Acquired Immune Deficiency Syndrome
Association of Tanzania Employers
Business Development Services
Business Registration and Licensing Agency
Community Based Organization
Conservation, Hotels, Domestic and Allied Workers
Union
Communications and Transport Workers’ Union of
Tanzania
Civil Society Organization
Commission on the Status of Women
Confederation of Tanzania Industries

DHS
DOWUTA
DPs
EE
ELRA
EOTF

Demographic and Health Survey
Dock Workers’ Union of Tanzania
Development Partners
Economic Empowerment
Employment and Labour Relations Act
Equal Opportunities for All Trust Fund

FAWETA
FYDP
GBV
GDP
GEWE
GoT
GRB

Federation of Association of Women Entrepreneurs
Five Year Development Plan
Gender Based Violence
Gross Domestic Product
Gender Equality and Women’s Empowerment
Government of Tanzania
Gender Responsive Budgeting

HDI
HDR
HIV
HRD
ILFS
ILO
ITUC-Africa

Human Development Index
Human Development Report
Human Immune Deficiency
Human Resource Development
Integrated Labour Force Survey
International Labour Organization
International Trade Union Confederation – Africa Region
Organization

LESC
LGA
LGAs
LGAs
M&E
MFI
MKUBWA

Labour, Economic and Social Council
Local Government Authority
Local Government Authorities
Local Government Authorities
Monitoring and Evaluation
Micro Finance Institution
Mpango wa Kukuza Ujasiriamali na Biashara kwa
Wanawake
Ministry of Labour and Employment
Maternal Mortality Ratio
Ministry of Finance
Ministry of Industries and Trade

COTWU-T

MoLE
MMR
MoF
MoIT
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MP
MSE
MSMEs
NBS
NEEC
NGO
NHF
NPA
NPC

Member of Parliament
Micro and Small Enterprises
Micro Small and Medium Enterprises
National Bureau of Statistics
National Economic Empowerment Council
Non-Governmental Organization
National Health Fund
National Plan of Action
National Program Coordinator

OSHA
PAR
PMO
PO
PO-RALG

Occupational Safety and Health Agency
Participatory Action Research
Prime Minister’s Office
Program Officer
President Office-Regional Administration and Local
Government
People Living with Disabilities
Researchers, Academicians and Allied Workers Union
Rotating Savings and Credit Societies
Savings and Credit Cooperative Societies
Southern Africa Development Cooperation
Sustainable Development Goal
Small Industries Organization – Women Entrepreneurship
Development
Specific, Measurable, Attainable, Reliable, and Time
Bound
Small and Medium Enterprises
Strategic Plan

PWDs
RAAWU
ROSCAS
SACCOS
SADC
SDG
SIDO-WED
SMART
SME
SP
TAFOPA
TALGWU
TAMICO
TAMISEMI
TASU
TC
TCCIA
TEWUTA
TGNP
TNA
ToT
TPAWU
TPSF
TRAWU
TZS
TTU
TUCTA
2

Tanzania Food Processors Association
Tanzania Local Government Workers Union
Tanzania Mines and Construction Workers Union
Tawala za Mikoa na Serikali Mitaa2
Tanzania Seamen’s Union
Technical Committee
Tanzania Chamber of Commerce Industries and
Agriculture
Telephone Workers Union of Tanzania
Tanzania Gender Networking Programme
Training Needs Assessment
Training of Trainers
Tanzania Plantations and Agricultural Workers Union
Tanzania Private Sector Foundation
Tanzania Railways Workers Union
Tanzania Shillings
Tanzania Teacher’s Union
Trade Union Congress of Tanzania

Stands for President Office-Regional Administration and Local Government
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TUGHE
TUICO
TWCC
TZS
UNDAP/SED
UNFPA
UN-Women
URT
USD
VAWC
VICOBA
WAMA
WED
WEDEE
WEDGE
WED-NAP
WEs
WOEs

Tanzania Union of Government and Health Employees
Tanzania Union of Industrial and Commercial Workers
Union
Tanzania Women Chamber of Commerce
Tanzanian Shillings
United Nations Development
United Nation Population Fund
UNITED Nations Entity for Gender Equality and the
Empowerment of Women
United Republic of Tanzania
United States Dollars
Violence Against Women and Children Against Women
Village Community Bank
Wanawake na Maendeleo Foundation
Women Entrepreneurship Development
Women Entrepreneurship Development and Economic
Empowerment
Women’s Entrepreneurship Development and Gender
Equality
Women Entrepreneurship Development – National Action
Plan
Women Entrepreneurs
Women Owned Enterprises
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TUCTA Workshop on New Gender Equality Policy
Workshop Opening & Introduction
The workshop began with introductions of the 17 participants (see the annex for detailed list
of participants) who had assembled in the workshop venue. The participants included Women’s
Coordinators and women representatives from various Trade Unions (e.g., TPAWU,
DOWUTA, RAAWU, TUGHE, CWT, TUICO, etc.). Participants at the workshop were
inclusive of the following: Rebecca Lekule (TAMICO), Rehema Ludanga (TUCTA), Elianasoi
Mtui (TUCTA), Esther Sikazwe (DOWUTA), Flora Mtaki (TPAWU), Grace Mtishu
(TALGWU), Ndemeka Maengwa (COTWU), Hilda George (TASU), Neema Mhagaya
(RAAWU), Jane Madete (TUGHE), Ifgenia Nzota (CWT), Wagalla Shumbushi
(CHODAWU), Maria Bange (TUICO), Devota Ndunguru (TRAWU), F. Shirima (TUCTA),
Siham Ahmed (Director of WY&G), Edward H. Mhina (TGNP), and Chiku Semfuko (ILO).
After the introductions, the host who was TUCTA’s Director of Women, Youth and Gender
elaborated on the modalities and modus operandi of the workshop. This included elaboration
of the workshop procedures, workshop objectives and what was expected as outcome from the
workshop proceedings. Thereafter, the guest of honour, who was TUCTA’s Secretary General,
Mr. Wamba, was invited to deliver his key address. A photo session followed and concluded
the morning sessions.
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Overview of TUCTA's Gender Policy
Among the first presentations was TUCTA's Gender Policy Development Process. This was
made by the Workshop Moderator, by starting with a contextual analysis on the gender
situation in the trade unions in the recent years by extracting information from a report titled
“Labour Market Profile: Tanzania & Zanzibar 2021/2022.” This is a report by the Danish
Trade Union Development Agency, which presents a comprehensive overview of the Tanzania
labour market structure, development, and challenges. More important the report mentioned
that there were 13 trade unions in Tanzania Mainland that were registered with the Trade Union
Congress of Tanzania (TUCTA), and these had more than 860,000 workers in their
membership. At least 62% of the membership was female. Nevertheless, only 3.3% of workers
in Tanzania were organized in unions, and although there were 23 unions, only 13 were
registered with TUCTA. Trade union members nearly doubled in the past decade, growing by
83% between 2010 and 2019.
The largest proportion of employees with membership in trade unions were those in
government employment. More than 81% of government employees (central and local
government) were members in trade unions. Private sector and informal sectors had the lowest
numbers of trade unions membership. As of TUCTA, 36% of its leadership was female, and
8% below 30 years. It was mentioned that in 2021 TUCTA is holding new elections, and this
would be an opportunity for replenishing the proportion of women in leadership and decisionmaking positions. More than 50% of the TUCTA membership is from the Tanzania Teacher’s
Union (CWT or TTU). The CWT has more than 419,028 members, of who 58% are women.
The trade union with the highest proportion of female membership are TAMICO (82%),
TEWUTA (81%) and TPAWU (73%). However, CHODAWU (71%), COTWU-T (72%),
TUGHE (68%), and TALGWU (64%), also have majority female membership. As mentioned
above 62% of TUCTA’s membership is female, and therefore TUCTA has already assumed a
critical mass of women in its membership.
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However, the presentation session aimed at taking the workshop participants through the policy
development process, and highlighted key gender issues within the Trade Unions (e.g., under
representation of women in leadership and decision making, insufficient capacity to spearhead
the addressing of gender issues in collective bargaining, capacity for gender analysis and
mainstreaming, weak institutional arrangements to advance gender equality, absence of sex or
gender disaggregated data or information, inadequate linkage between gender coordinators and
the Directorate of WY&G, and frail mobilization and organization of women to join the
unions, and also poor communication on gender issues). As of policy statements mentioned as
concerns to addressing the key issues in the trade unions, these were inclusive of building
strong gender transformed TUCTA, that will promote gender equality and equity in trade
unions in Tanzania.

The presentation correspondingly mentioned the policy objectives (e.g., elimination of
inequalities and promotion of equality of opportunity and treatment between women and men
and combat discrimination based on sex and gender within trade union institutions, advance
the equal representation and participation of women and men in TUCTA, mainstream gender
in policies, programs and tools and systems, and lastly to achieve gender responsive results in
TUCTA’s operations and structures, systems and policies). Thereon was the presentation of
designated priority areas for implementation of the policy measures, mainly in staffing,
structure, and substance. These areas were inclusive of promotion of gender equality between
women and men in staffing or decision making and human resources and organizational
culture. Second was in relation to commitment to gender equality through gender analysis and
mainstreaming. Thereafter a joint plenary discussions session evolved, and this discussed the
content shared through the presentations mentioned above. On the side of structure, the
measures mentioned included strengthening of institutional arrangements for promotion of
accountability for mainstreaming gender and mechanisms for mainstreaming gender into
programming, implementation, monitoring and evaluation. Lastly, it was noted that the policy
placed extra emphasis on promotion of zero tolerance in addressing sexual harassment. This
involved similarly laying out a detailed outline on procedures on handling sexual harassment.
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Plenary Discussions on TUCTA's Gender Policy & Implementation Plan
There need be a quota of women representation among the five top decision making or
leadership positions in the trade unions. In some of the trade unions this provision exists, which
states that out of the top 5 leadership positions, one should be reserved for women. However,
there are also dirty tricks in most of our elections. At TALGWU there has been a practice of
mudslinging new female members who run as candidates for leadership positions whether
those reserved for women or the general positions. Previously there was no cap on how many
times a leader could run and be re-elected, but that now exists. This character assassination and
mudslinging discourages some potential women contestants from running because of fearing
being abused and soiled.
In some trade unions the old timers have a ready prepared female candidate and they do not
want fresh candidates who are independent. In such cases they steal votes from the actual
winning candidate and transfer these to their preferred candidate. It seems in some trade unions
factions and groups tear apart solidarity among women to select a fresh set of female leaders,
and instead they hold on to old guards. This calls for a review of rules and regulations for
election of female leaders by reducing pre-conditions that prevent young and more capable
female members from contesting for leadership. TUCTA should therefore review the
conditions and terms for qualifying female contestants in all trade unions, so that these are
changed to allow young and more qualified or capable union members to come forth and run
for leadership positions.

Another anomaly is that most trade union women members talk more than act. Most of what is
discussed regarding strategies, are not always implemented. For instance, it is a fact that most
voters in the trade unions are women, and they could therefore have an upper hand. But this
requires women trade unionists select or search for women members who are capable, informed
and committed to advancing women. Most times women are used by male members to sabotage
other women in accessing decision making positions. There is need for formal (known to all),
and informal strategies (known only to women themselves). One of the strategies is deciding
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in advance who is the best candidate among those aspiring for the leadership positions and
settling for one or a few who will genuinely represent and support women’s issues.
Youth are similarly required to be identified and selected to run for certain positions at different
level. There is need to groom and mentor young female trade union members for a couple of
years rather than attempting to introduce them blindly. At the CWT, smart methods are used to
poach or hunt for potential youth leaders and target them for leadership positions starting from
District level onwards. It is important that these youths are groomed and mentored from lower
levels instead of introducing them abruptly at higher levels where they are completely unknown
and suspect to be mistrusted by others.
After the tea break, the TUCTA Director for WY&G made remarks on what measures the
policy had insisted to be undertaken by all trade unions. The observations included the need to
review existing trade union gender policies or related policies to realign them with this new
gender policy. This would entail combing through the trade union policies and comparing
where they match with this newly proposed policy. In the old days, our women and gender
policy were not readily inserted or combined into the individual trade unions. Another measure
noted by the Director was the need to consider creating a selection of male champions who
would work with women trade unionists in supporting the realization of implementing the
gender policy in the respective trade unions. There are also capacity issues regarding gender
analysis and gender mainstreaming in all trade unions. This means the capacity is also more
minimal at the branch and unit level. That’s why it is easier for male trade unionists to
manipulate female union members to prevent implementation of the policy. That’s why it is
important for trade union members to be trained in gender analysis and mainstreaming, and
strengthening of capacity of gender coordinators, of TUCTA staff, and other key trade union
stakeholders. Furthermore, sexual harassment was noted as one of the most damaging incidents
to trade unionists.
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Speech by TUCTA's Secretary General
The session started with the TUCTA Director of WY&G elaborating that the workshop was
part of steps to validate the draft gender policy and gather views and opinions from trade union
members, especially female leaders, and members, for improving the draft document. The
TUCTA Secretary General Mr. Saidi S. Wamba, affirmed his support for the gender policy
and its process, as well as the support from ILO for funding the whole process. He insisted that
the trade union was going to be strengthened by engaging both women and men and youth at
all levels. Also, women deserved being at the forefront of leadership in the country and were
leading the country now. The strengthening of TUCTA must begin from the individual trade
unions, and the policy was but one of the tools to strengthen women’s involvement and
engagement in their unions. Efforts must be made to align the TUCTA gender policy to
equivalent gender policies in respective member trade unions. The policy was here to unite the
union members and strengthen their respective constitutions and policies. Alignment must be
made within all trade unions to align their policies and remove any inconsistencies. Since there
will be national elections in TUCTA this November 2021, it is imperative that all unions
mobilize women and youth to contest for leadership positions.

The TUCTA Secretary General also touched on concessions made by the Government to
revisit the rights of employees retrenched due to lacking proper qualifications. The Government
ahs agreed to release terminal benefits and other remunerations for such workers. The
retrenchment of underqualified workers caused the trade unions loss of membership to some
unions. Other issues noted as affecting trade union members included number of dependents
who are included in health insurance coverage for employees. This has huge benefits for
especially women employees since the number of children covered by the insurance was raised.
The speech also noted the importance of trade union leaders to defend all members with
commitment and sincerity. Otherwise, the speech mentioned conceit as a challenge by most
trade union leaders in serving union members and causes clashes among leaders.
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Moreover, conflicts existed within trade unions whereby some unions fought for members, and
other did not pay their annual membership dues to TUCTA. The TUCTA Secretary General
emphasized that presentation of unions issues and demands can only succeed if the demands
are tabled and presented in an amicable manner. Conflict was not the way to achieve the
demands that a union carries. This therefore wants the election of a leadership type that is
knowledgeable, and capable to package its demands in the most convincing ways. A leadership
that is capable of learning new ways and new matters is what should be the target.
Plenary Discussions on TUCTA's Gender Policy & Implementation Plan
This session was on collecting and collating views and opinions from the workshop participants
regarding the draft gender policy. The views and opinions shared in this session are listed
hereunder:


TALGWU: Proposed changes to their Gender Policy Implementation Plan were:
a)



TPAWU: Proposed changes to their Gender Policy Implementation Plan were:
a)



c)
d)

There is need to refer to the Women’s Coordinator and later share the changes with
TUCTA’s Director for WG&Y.

RAAWU: Proposed changes to their Gender Policy Implementation Plan were:
a)



The content in the draft implementation plan is fine.
In intervention 1 (b), there is need to have quotas on women’s membership in trade
unions to have a critical mass of women’s representation. This has to take place at
the branch level upwards.
DOWUTA has, as of the moment, only 7% female membership, and there is need
to mobilize or recruit more women into the union.
This could be undertaken by DOWUTA annually, starting from next year onwards.

TUGHE: Proposed changes to their Gender Policy Implementation Plan were:
a)



The existing draft gender policy implementation plan is OK as suggested.

DOWUTA: Proposed changes to their Gender Policy Implementation Plan were:
a)
b)



The current TALGWU draft implementation plan is fine as it is.

Intervention 4 (b), the seminars mentioned in item number 4 (on sexual harassment)
should involve also training content on entrepreneurship for women to maximize
gender and economic empowerment impact.

CHODAWU: Proposed changes to their Gender Policy Implementation Plan were:
a)

Intervention 1 (d), should focus on “increasing capacity building seminars for
women leaders at branch level.”
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b)

c)


TUICO: Proposed changes to their Gender Policy Implementation Plan were:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)



Intervention 1(c), deleting the words “undergo due to the absence of.”
Intervention 1(c), reword to “Identify gender problems facing workers, especially
women, and possible solutions.”
Intervention 1(d) should read “to exercise organizational rights” instead of “to
organize worker’s meeting to create trade union branch.”
Intervention 2(a) should read “to establish union branches and women
committees.”
Intervention 2(b & c) should merge and read instead, “create new Women
Committees in at least 80% of new Branches.”
Intervention 3(d) should read “Training of Trainers on gender policy issues for
union members.”
Intervention 3(e) should read “Creation and dissemination of fliers and other media
on GBV and Harassment at workplaces.”
Intervention 4(b) should read “Promotion visits and tours to trade union branches
should observe gender issues in CBAs at Branch levels.”
Intervention 4(c) should read “Prioritize the agenda on gender equality and women
worker’s issues at the workplace.”

TASU: Proposed changes to their Gender Policy Implementation Plan were:
a)
b)

c)

d)
e)


Intervention 2 (d), there is need to “increase the number of CBAs in order to attract
more female members through showing them how their needs are addressed
through CBAs.”
Intervention 4 (e), should read, “the union should introduce the use of social media
to create awareness to members.”

TASU shall sit and strategize on how to increase women membership in the
organization.
The proportion of women members is small due to low number of women
involvements in marine work. The problem is mainly the fact that the working
environment in marine work is not attractive for women.
The first strategy should be to create a gender policy for TASU in order to influence
changes in the working environment and making it more attractive for women to
engage in marine work.
TASU should therefore start with creating a gender policy, or measures to make the
working environment friendlier for women.
TASU shall share their plans after the workshop.

TUCTA: Proposed changes to their Gender Policy Implementation Plan were:
a)

TUCTA when inviting representatives from women coordination units to attend
seminars, had better send invitations directly to branches instead of targeting
chairpersons at national levels only and expecting them to relay the information
downwards.
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Conclusion on TUCTA's Gender Policy & Implementation Plan
Most of the trade unions suggested interventions targeting on the result area dealing with
awareness and capacity building on gender equality, TPAWU (e.g., gender policy), RAAWU
(e.g., sexual harassment at workplaces), CWT (e.g., gender equality policy), DOWUTA (e.g.,
gender equality policy provisions), CHODAWU (e.g., internalization of gender policy),
TALGWU (e.g., gender policy issues). At least 3 unions, TUICO, RAAWU and CHODAWU
targeted the result area on membership recruitment issues (e.g.,), and institutional
arrangements improvement result area had RAAWU (e.g., making amendments towards
improving governance systems in RAAWU) and CWT (reviewing constitution in order to
improve governance systems and policy on gender so as to improve environment) targeting
systems improvements.
TPAWU was also interested on leadership and participation issues for women leadership,
and CWT wanted to look at effectiveness of the women department on teachers throughout the
country. As regards sexual harassment, TUICO (aims to undertake), and RAAWU (wants to
undertake research in this area). ILO Convention 190 of 2019, which deals with sexual
harassment at workplaces has not yet been ratified by Tanzania, TUCTA would like to mobilize
support from unions to create awareness among union leaders to influence its ratification in the
tripartite forum within the country. Thereafter TUCTA would like to develop a stand-alone
sexual harassment policy for arresting such incidents in workplaces. TPAWU has already
advanced somewhat in this endeavour in comparison to other unions. There also needs to
further disseminate a guide on procedures for addressing sexual harassment at places of work.
Furthermore, the workshop concluded that TUCTA had to design and undertake standard or
generic capacity building events for creation of gender equality facilitators from trade unions
who will be responsible for supporting their respective unions on strengthening gender analysis
knowledge and skills. TUCTA should perform a coordination role, backstop and or mentor
member unions in building experience and familiarity on how to engage and accomplish gender
equality measures and changes in their unions. The workshop reminded TUCTA that it has a
role in addressing gender issues in its constitution, union structure, institutions, and systems of
the umbrella organization and among its staff. TUCTA’ main role should be to lead on how to
go about rather than step into doing it for the unions. TUCTA should make room for annual
review of the gender policy implementation plan and re-strategize on how to maintain the
overall momentum in its implementation.
In addition, the workshop agreed that TUCTA should find resources to translate the policy and
action plans into Kiswahili to facilitate easier access to all members. TUCTA should also
follow-up on the unions that are yet to submit their gender policy implementation plans (e.g.,
TAMICO, TUGHE, TASU, and COTWU (T)). Moreover, TUCTA can arrange an annual
follow-up and or evaluation forum where representatives from all unions are jointly assembled
to present and share their union achievements, challenges, and strategies for further action.
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Way Forward
It was generally agreed at the workshop that the hereunder steps be followed:
a) Translate the Gender Policy into Kiswahili for wider access by all union members in
Tanzania.
b) Publish the Gender Policy into a formal version.
c) Disseminate the Gender Policy at the General Congress before the elections in November
2021.
d) Request time at the TUCTA National Congress to present the Gender Policy and its
highlights.
e) ILO might support TUCTA’s Gender Policy Action Plan.
f) Other unions should also start seeking funding support from other development partners
and institutions such as ILO, ITF, BWW, PSI, and IUF.
g) January 2022, TUCTA shall sit with all unions to reconcile annual gender action plans.
h) To meet at least biannually or annually to sharing progress on implementation of the policy
implementation plan.
i) TUCTA shall start sourcing a consultant for translating the TUCTA Gender Policy
document.
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Annexes
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Action Plan for Implementation of TUCTA Gender Policy
Name of Trade Union
Overall Problem
Overall Objective
Target

Chama Cha Wafanyakazi wa Viwanda, Biashara, Taasisi za Fedha na Halmashauri za Mitaa (TUICO)
Most Union Branches do not have Women Committees at workplaces, which has resulted in women’s issues being neglected at the work
place
To increase the number of Women Committees in the Trade Union
Increase the number of Women Committees to 370 in the coming 5 years

1) Workplace Visits:
Working Sessions with Union
Branches at various
institutions

2) Recruitment:
Find and Recruit women
workers as members in the
Trade Unions

2025

2024

2023

Activities

2022

Intervention

2021

Item

Timeframe
Indicators

a) To identify work areas where there are no Union
Branches and where there are no union members.

 Number of work areas with no Union Branches

b) Identify work areas where there are no Women
Committees.

 Number of work areas with no women workers or
Women Committees

c) Identify gender problems facing workers,
especially women workers.

 Number of gender problems identified on women
workers at workplaces

d) To exercise organizational rights.

 Number of new Trade Union Branches visited

a)

To establish Union Branches and Women
Committees at all branches.

 Number of Trade Union Branch established
 Number of Women Committees created

b) To create Women Committees in 80% of new
Union Branches each year.

 Increase in number of Women Committees
 % Growth in Women Committees
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Action Plan for Implementation of TUCTA Gender Policy

3) Gender Awareness
Capacity Building:
Working Sessions with
Union Branches at various
institutions

4) Membership Recruitment:
Find and Recruit women
workers as members in the
Trade Unions

2025

2024

Activities

2023

Intervention

2022

Item

Overall Objective
Target

Chama Cha Wafanyakazi wa Viwanda, Biashara, Taasisi za Fedha na Halmashauri za Mitaa (TUICO)
Low number of women workers taking membership in the Trade Union. This is caused by poor supervision or poor oversight on gender
equality issues in the Trade Union.
To increase the number of Women Workers recruited and members in the Trade Union.
Increase the number of Women Workers joining the Trade Union.
Timeframe
2021

Name of Trade Union
Overall Problem

Change Indicators

a) Capacity building to Trade Union Branch
Coordinators to enable those addresses
Gender Equality issues at workplaces.

 Increased attention and reference to Gender Equality
Policy in Trade Union meetings and sessions at all
levels

b) Awareness building on Gender Equality
Policy to women workers at Branch level –
through Women and Youth Committees.
c) Create a training session on TUCTA Gender
Equality Policy in each Union meeting or
session.
d) Training of Trainers on Gender Policy issues
for Union members.

 Improved oversight and coordination of Gender
Equality issues

e) Creation and dissemination of Fliers & other
Media on GBV and Sexual harassment at
workplaces and in the Union.
a) Awareness creation and building on need
for women workers to become Trade Union
members.
b) Promotion visits and tours to Trade Union
Branches to observe gender issues in CBAs at
Brach level.
c)

Prioritize the agenda on Gender Equality and
Women Worker’s issues at the workplace.
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 Number of training session on TUCTA Gender Equality
Policy
 Number of ToTs held on Gender Equality Policy issues
 Number of Union members who have attended the
Gender Equality Policy issue sessions
 Number of Fliers & other Media created and
disseminated
 Increase in number of memberships among Women
Workers
 Number of Promotion Visits, and Tours to Union
Branches
 Number of Branches Visited
 Number of Gender Equality and Women Workers issues
identified
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Action Plan for Implementation of TUCTA Gender Policy
Name of Trade Union

Awareness & Capacity
Building:

a) Capacity building on Women Worker’s Rights
and TUCTA’s and TPAWU’s Gender Equality
Policy to all newly TPAWU’s women and male
leaders at all Branches.
b) Hold Seminars and Working Sessions or
Workshops on TUCTA Gender Equality Policy
and TPAWU’s Gender Policy for all women
workers.
c) Mapping of TPAWU’s Women and Male Trade
Union leaders’ familiarity and implementation
of TPAWU’s Gender Equality Policy
a) Seminars for potential female leaders to
increase their skills and knowledge on Trade
Union leadership
b) Mentorship sessions for TPAWU Trade Union
women members and leaders on leadership
skills

 Increase in number of women workers who have
had awareness on women worker’s rights

a) Mapping of success factors among women
members who managed to get elected for
TPAWU Union leadership
b) Mapping of challenges that women members
encounter in fighting for election in TPAWU’s
Governance system

 List of success factors for election of women
members into leadership positions

Capacity Building on TUCTA’s
Gender Equality Policy and
TPAWU’s Gender Policy to
TPAWU Union members

2)

Participation in Leadership &
Decision-Making Forums:
Skills Building for TPAWU
Women Members on
Leadership Skills

3)

Addressing Challenges and
Obstacles:
Build Skills among TPAWU
Leaders and Members on
Challenges and Obstacles to
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2025

1)

2024

Activities

2023

Intervention

2022

To increase Gender Equality and Empowerment of Women in the TPAWU
Increase the number of Women Leaders at TPAWU Branch and National Level in the coming 5 years
Timeframe
2021

Overall Objective
Target

Item

Overall Problem

Chama Cha Wafanyakazi wa Mashambani na Kilimo – TPAWU
(Tanzania Plantation and Agricultural Workers Union – TPAWU)
Low number of Women Leaders and Members at all levels, and low participation of women workers in Decision Making forums in
TPAWU

Change Indicators

 Seminars and Working Sessions or Workshops on
TUCTA Gender Equality Policy
 Mapping Report on familiarity and
implementation of TPAWU’s Gender Equality
Policy
 Number of Seminars for potential female leaders
 Number of Mentorship sessions
 Number of mentorship session attendees

 List of challenges that women members
encounter in fighting for elected positions

TUCTA Gender Policy Action Plan Validation Workshop
August 18, 2021
Gender Equality &
Empowerment of Women

4)

M&E:
Monitoring and Evaluating
Implementation of TUCTA and
TPAWU’s Gender Equality
Policy

c) Analysis on reduction of the obstacles for
women in Trade Union leadership in the Union
Governance bodies.

 Decrease in number of obstacles for women in
Union Governance bodies

a) Collect and collate statistics on number of
women members in TPAWU who were elected
for leadership positions.

 Report on statistics or number of women
members elected for leadership posts

b) Analysis of data and information on
implementation of TUCTA’s and TPAWU’s
Gender Equality Policy measures in the Union.

 Report with data and information on
implementation TUCTA’s and TPAWU’s Gender
Equality Policy measures in the Union
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Action Plan for Implementation of TUCTA Gender Policy

1)

Awareness & Capacity
Building:

a)

Provide Transformative
Awareness Building

2)

Recruitment of Members:
Promotion and Recruitment of
Women Workers into RAAWU

3)

Systems Improvement:
Make amendments and
improvements in RAAWU’s
governance systems and tools

Prepare awareness building materials and
Facilitators for providing awareness building to
RAAWU members on TUCTA Gender Equality
Policy and RAAWU position.
b) Hold Seminars and Workshops and Working
Sessions or Meetings on TUCTA Gender
Equality Policy for RAAWU’s Women Workers.
a) Regular Visits to Women Workers at Branch
level to encourage them to recruit more women
workers into RAAWU
b) Encourage Women Workers at Branch level to
advocate for positive communications with
women workers in RAAWU
a)

Arrange a National Meeting for RAAWU’s
National Women Committee to collect views,
opinions or ideas on improvements in RAAWU’s
Governance systems and tools.

b) Present to the National Executive Committee, a
Short Report on opinions, and ideas on
improvements in RAAWU’s Governance systems
and tools.
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2025

Activities

2024

Intervention

2023

Item

Overall Objective
Target

2022

Overall Problem

Chama Cha Wafanyakazi wa Taasisi za Elimu ya Juu, Sayansi na Teknolojia, Ufundi Stadi, Habari na Ushauri
(Researchers, Academicians & Allied Workers Union RAAWU)
Most RAAWU Union Branches do not have Women Committees at workplaces, which has resulted in women’s issues being neglected
at the work place
To increase the number of Women Committees in the RAAWU
Increase the number of Women Committees in RAAWU to 370 in the coming 5 years
Timeframe
2021

Name of Trade Union

Change Indicators
 Increase in number of RAAWU women workers
who have had exposure to TUCTA Gender
Equality Policy and RAAWU position
 Number of Seminars and Workshops and
Working Sessions or Meetings
 Number of Visits to Women Workers at Branch
level
 Number of Women Workers at Branch level who
advocate for positive communications
 Resolutions from the National Meeting for
RAAWU’s National Women Committee on
views, opinions, or ideas on improvements in
RAAWU’s Governance systems and tools
 Short Report on opinions, and ideas on
improvements in RAAWU’s Governance systems
and tools

TUCTA Gender Policy Action Plan Validation Workshop
August 18, 2021
c)

4)

5)

Lobby for action on recommendations for
improvements in RAAWU’s Governance systems
and tools.

 Number of implemented recommendations for
improvements of RAAWU’s Governance systems
and tools
 Capacity Building Report on “How to Detect,
Apprehend and or Stop Sexual Harassment”

Train RAAWU Staff and
members on Sexual Harassment
at Workplaces

Source a Facilitator to provide capacity building
on “How to Detect, Apprehend and or Stop
Sexual Harassment” at workplaces with
RAAWU members.
b) Hold Seminars on “Sexual Harassment, Women
Entrepreneurship, Gender and Economic
Empowerment” to RAAWU members at Branch
level.
c) Design and disseminate Fliers and other media on
“How to Apprehend and Stop Sexual
Harassment” at workplaces.

 Number of Branches where information on “How
to Stop Sexual Harassment” was disseminated

Sexual Harassment:

d) Disseminate information on “How to Stop Sexual
Harassment” to RAAWU members at Branch
level
a) Arrange a Research or Survey to collect views,
opinions or ideas prevalence and extent of sexual
harassment incidents at Higher Learning
Institutions in Dar Es Salaam.
b) Revisit and Review Sexual Harassment Principles
and Work Ethics provisions in institutional
policies at institutions or sectors with RAAWU
members
c) Share and Disseminate information on
“Prevalence of Sexual Harassment at Higher
Learning Institutions in Dar Es Salaam” to
RAAWU members and other stakeholders

 Reviewed versions of the Sexual Harassment
Principles and Work Ethics provisions

Capacity Building RAAWU
Staff and Members on Sexual
Harassment:

Research on Presence and
Extent of Sexual Harassment in
Higher Learning Institutions

a)
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 Number of Seminars on “Sexual Harassment”
 Number of Seminars on “Women
entrepreneurship, Gender and Economic
Empowerment”
 Number of Fliers and other media on “How to
Apprehend and Stop Sexual Harassment”

 Research or Survey Report on views, opinions or
ideas prevalence and extent of sexual harassment
incidents

 Number of RAAWU members and other
stakeholders who received information on
“Prevalence of Sexual Harassment at Higher
Learning Institutions in Dar Es Salaam”
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Action Plan for Implementation of TUCTA Gender Policy

Awareness & Capacity
Building:

a)

Opinion Survey on Need for
Gender Equality Policy
Provisions or Statement in
DOWUTA Governance
System

b) Creation of Quotas for Women representation in
DOWUTA leadership and decision-making
forums.
c) Organize Workshop or Information Sessions for
Trade Union leaders in DOWUTA on TUCTA’s
Gender Policy and Its Implementation in
DOWUTA.
d) Organize Awareness Building Events for
DOWUTA’s leaders on TUCTA’s Gender
Equality Policy and its Provisions to DOWUTA.

Organize Branch level Meetings to Discuss and
Deliberate on Need for Gender Equality Policy
Provisions or Statements in DOWUTA.

2)
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2025

1)

2021

Intervention

2024

Absence of a Gender Equality Policy, Provisions or Statements in DOWUTA
To create a Gender Equality Policy, Provisions or Statements in the DOWUTA Trade Union’s Governance Instruments
Strengthen Unity and Collaboration among Male and Female Members in the DOWUTA
Timeframe
Change Indicators
Activities
2023

Overall Problem
Overall Objective
Target

2022

Chama Cha Wafanyakazi wa (DOWUTA)

Item

Name of Trade Union

 Number of Branch level Meetings to Discuss and
Deliberate Need for Gender Equality Policy
Provisions or Statements in DOWUTA
 Type of Quotas Established
 Number of women in leadership positions in
DOWUTA
 Number of Workshop or Information Sessions
organized
 Number of Awareness Building Events for
DOWUTA’s leaders

TUCTA Gender Policy Action Plan Validation Workshop
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Action Plan for Implementation of TUCTA Gender Policy
Name of Trade Union
Overall Problem

a)

Hold a short survey to identify Union Branches
which have no Women Committees and create them.
b) Hold Seminars and Working sessions or Meetings
with Women Committees on TUCTA Gender
Equality Policy and leadership issues.

 Report on Short Survey to identify Union
Branches which have no Women Committees
 Number of Seminars and Working sessions or
Meetings with Women Committees
 Number of participants

c) Follow up on Union Branches to ensure that they
each have Women Committees.
d) Organize leadership capacity building seminars for
women members in CHODAWU branches.

 Union Branches to ensure that they each have
Women Committees
 Number of gender equality policy capacity
building seminars held
 Number of Women leaders who attended
CHODAWU gender equality capacity building
seminars
 Number of new women workers to join
CHODAWU
 Number of Seminars and Working sessions or
Meetings with Media

Increase the number of
women leaders in
CHODAWU

a)
Increase the number of
women members in
CHODAWU

Promotion campaign for women workers to join
CHODAWU
b) Hold Seminars and Working sessions or Meetings
with Media to influence Government to ratify
Convention Number 189 and 190.
c) Engage a Research or Survey to identify areas where
there is prevalence of Sexual Harassment, and to
apprehend the situation.
d) Complete the registration of SEWA-Tz.
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2025

Recruitment:

2024

1)

2023

Activities

2022

Intervention

2021

Item

Overall Objective
Target

Chama Cha Wafanyakazi wa (CHODAWU)
Conservation, Hotels, Domestic and Allied Workers Union – CHODAWU
Most CHODAWU Union Branches do not have Women Committees at work places, which has resulted in women’s issues being neglected
at the work place
To increase the number of Women Committees in CHODAWU
Increase the number of Women Committees in CHODAWU to 370 in the coming 5 years
Timeframe
Change Indicators

 Survey Report on areas where there is
prevalence of Sexual Harassment
 Registration Certificate for SEWA-Tz

TUCTA Gender Policy Action Plan Validation Workshop
August 18, 2021
2)

Policies, Programs, Tools
and Systems:
Internalize TUCTA’s
Gender Equality Policy into
CHODAWU

3)

Capacity and Awareness
Building:
Increase the number of
women leaders in
CHODAWU

Hold Working Sessions to identify shortcomings in
CHODAWU’s Gender equality Policy and address
them accordingly.
b) Engage Session or Dialogue with Union members
and other stakeholders, to collect views or opinions
on how TUCTA’s Gender Equality Policy can be
internalized in CHODAWU.
c) Prepare a new Gender Equality Policy for
CHODAWU.
d) Increase the number of CBAs in order to attract
more female members through showing them how
their needs are addressed through CBAs.
a) Arrange and hold Working Sessions for awareness
creation on Women’s rights and the Gender Equality
Policy for Union members.
b) Design and print promotional materials such as fliers
and banners on Gender Equality Policy and
measures for CHODAWU.
c) Prepare radio programs that talk on Women’s Rights
and Sexual Harassment or Gender Violence issues
for CHODAWU stakeholders and members.

 Number of Working Sessions to identify
shortcomings in CHODAWU’s Gender equality
Policy and address them accordingly
 Number of Sessions or Dialogue with Union
members and other stakeholders,

d) Introducing and popularizing the use of social media
(WhatsApp, Facebook, Instagram, etc) to create
awareness to members.

 Number of social media outlets used by
CHODAWU
 Number of posts on CHODAWU social media
outlets

a)
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 Presence of a new Gender Equality Policy for
CHODAWU.
 Number of CBAs at CHODAWU Branch level
with Gender Equality provisions
 Number of Working Sessions for awareness
creation on Women’s rights and the Gender
Equality Policy
 Number of promotional materials such as fliers
and banners
 Number of radio programs that talk on Women’s
Rights and Sexual Harassment

TUCTA Gender Policy Action Plan Validation Workshop
August 18, 2021

a)

Capacity building for Union
Branches and Members

2)

Awareness & Capacity
Building:
Touring Union Branches
and Members

Hold capacity building sessions on Worker’s Rights
and Gender Equality Policy to delegates from
Women Committees from all Branches.

2025

Awareness & Capacity
Building:

1)

2024

Activities

2023

Intervention

2022

Name of Trade Union

2021

Overall Problem
Overall Objective
Target

Chama Cha Wafanyakazi - TALGWU
Tanzania Local Government Workers Union – TALGWU
Insufficient numbers of women Union members in TALGWU leadership forums or leadership posts
To increase the number of Women in leadership positions in TALGWU from Branch level upwards.
Increase the number of Women Leaders in TALGWU from … to …. in the coming 5 years
Timeframe

Item

Action Plan for Implementation of TUCTA Gender Policy

Change Indicators
 Number of capacity building sessions on
Worker’s Rights and Gender Equality Policy

b) Hold Seminars and Working Sessions or Meetings
on TUCTA Gender Equality Policy to all women
workers and representatives at Branch level.

 Number of Seminars and Working Sessions or
Meetings held on TUCTA Gender Equality
Policy to all women workers and representatives
at Branch level

c) Promote strengthening of Income Generating
Activities such as the Tailoring School that is being
implemented as of now.

 Number of Income Generating Activities started

a)

 Number of opinions and views from various
stakeholders and women members

Collect opinions and views from various
stakeholders and women members on what to
disseminate from the TUCTA Gender Equality
Policy.

b) Hold Seminars and Working Sessions or Meetings
on TUCTA Gender Equality Policy for TALGWU’s
women workers.
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 Number of Seminars and Working Sessions or
Meetings on
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Action Plan for Implementation of TUCTA Gender Policy
Name of Trade Union

Chama Cha Walimu Tanzania (CWT)

Overall Problem
Overall Objective

Most CWT Union Branches do not have adequate proportions of Women as leaders, which has resulted in women’s issues being given
low priority
To balance the increase of female and male members in the CWT

Target

Balance the proportion of Women and Male members in CWT by 2026

1)

2)

3)

2025

2024

2023

2022

2021

Item

Timeframe
Intervention

Activities

Awareness & Capacity
Building:

a)

Capacity Building on
TUCTA Gender Equality
Policy and CWT’s
Obligations

b) Hold seminars and working sessions or meetings on
TUCTA Gender Equality Policy for all women
members of CWT.

 Number of seminars, working sessions or
meetings held

c) Information sharing on vacancies in the CWT.

 Increase number of women members applying
for vacancies
 Number of women workers taking part in Union
elections for leadership roles in CWT.

Policies, Programs, Tools
and Systems:
Revisiting CWT
Constitution, Policy on
Gender & Women
Development, and Principles
for Service in CWT
Institutional Arrangements
Accountability:

Capacity building on worker’s rights and Gender
equality Policy to all newly elected women and
male leaders at all CWT Branches.

d) Promotion campaign for more women workers to
take part in Union elections for leadership roles in
CWT.
a) Capacity building on worker’s rights and Gender
equality Policy to all newly elected women and
male leaders at all CWT Branches.
b) Hold seminars and working sessions or meetings on
TUCTA Gender Equality Policy for all women
members of CWT.
c) Information sharing on vacancies in the CWT.
a)

Arrange Working Sessions and Visits to all CWT
Branches in the country to evaluate the
effectiveness of CWT Department for Women
Teachers.
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Change Indicators
 Number of capacity building sessions and
number of attendees

 Increase in number of newly elected women and
male leaders at all CWT Branches who are
familiar with the TUCTA Gender Equality Policy
 Increase in number of women members who are
familiar or use with the TUCTA Gender Equality
Policy
 Increased employment of women in CWT
 Increase in better utilization of CWT funds at the
Department for Women Teachers
 20% improvement in funds management

TUCTA Gender Policy Action Plan Validation Workshop
August 18, 2021
Evaluation of Effectiveness
of the CWT Department for
Women Teachers
throughout the country

b) Hold Meetings with CWT Women Committee
members at all levels, from Districts to National
level in order to share Findings on Effectiveness of
CWT Departments for Women Teachers.
c)
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 Increase in number of female teachers who
contest for leadership roles
 Increase in number or proportion of women
among CWT employees
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Action Plan for Implementation of TUCTA Gender Policy
Name of Trade Union

Chama Cha Wafanyakazi wa Reli Tanzania (TRAWU)

Overall Problem
Overall Objective

Most RAAWU Union Branches do not have Women Committees at Workplaces

Target

To Ensure there are Women Committees at each TRAWU Union Branch by 2026

To Increase the Number of Women Committees in TRAWU

1)

Capacity Building on
TUCTA Gender Equality
Policy in TRAWU

2)

Institutional Arrangements
Accountability:
Recruitment of new Women
Members to join TRAWU

Organize Branch level meetings to deliberate on
Gender Equality Policy and determine issues in
TRAWU.

b) Hold seminars, working sessions, or meetings on
Gender Equality Policy for all Trade Union Leaders
in TRAWU.
a)

Engage a Survey of TRAWU Branches in the
country to map Union Branches which have no
Women Committees.
b) Hold Visits, Meetings and Sessions with TRAWU
Women Committee members and Women Workers
at all levels, to create strategies how to grow
membership of women workers in TRAWU.
c)
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2025

a)

2024

Awareness & Capacity
Building:

2023

Activities

2022

Intervention

2021

Item

Timeframe
Change Indicators
 Number of meetings, sessions, and number of
attendees
 Number of gender equality issues identified in
TRAWU
 Number of Gender Equality Policy seminars,
working sessions or meetings held with TRAWU
Union Leaders
 Number of TRAWU Union Leaders met
 Survey Report
 Number of Branches with no Women
Committees
 Number of Meetings, Sessions and Visits held
with TRAWU Women Committee members at
Branch level
 Number of strategies listed on how to grow
membership of women workers in TRAWU
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Number

Workshop Participants

Name

1.

Siham Ahmed

2.
3.

Rebecca Lekule
Elianaswe Mtuy

4.
5.

Esther Sikazwe
Flora Mtaki

6.
7.
8.
9.

Grace Mtishu
Ndemeka Maengwa
Hilda George
Neema Mgaya

10.
11.
12.

Edward Hiza
MHINA
Jane Madete
Ifgenia Nzota

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Wagalla Shumbushi
Maria Bange
Devota Ndunguru
F. Shirima
Rehema Ludanga

18.
19.

Chiku Semfuko
Said S. Wamba

Position

Organization

TUCTA Director of Women, Youth &
Gender
Deputy Chairperson (District)
Secretary Women’s Committee
TUCTA
Chairperson (Women’s Committee)
Deputy Chairperson (Women’s
Committee)
TALGWU Treasurer
Regional Secretary
Chairperson (Women’s Committee)
Zonal Chairperson (Women’s
Committee)
Workshop Facilitator

TUCTA

Chairperson (Women’s Committee)
Chairperson (National Women’s
Committee)
Head of Women’s Department
Head Women Department
Member Women’s Committee
Secretary
Chairperson Women’s Committee
TUCTA
Program Officer - Gender Program
General Secretary

TUGHE
CWT
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TAMICO
TUCTA
/CWT
DOWUTA
TPAWU
TALGWU
COTWU
TASU
RAAWU

CHODAWU
TUICO
TRAWU
TUCTA
TUCTA/TUI
CO
ILO
TUCTA

